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THE LIBRARY’S RENOVATION
By Maria.M and Chelsea.T

Last Monday, after almost nine years, the
library was given a total revamp – resulting
in its closure for a week. Teachers are
slightly concerned with regards to students
completing homework during this process
as students have not been able to access
the library’s facilities. On the positive, the
library will be more accessible to pupils
and have a new variety of resources. Even
the LRC manager agrees:
“It is unfortunate that the LRC is closed,
but it is worth it. It is more inviting and it
has a splash colour. New books will
improve the reading ability for the children
that will be coming, especially the year
11’s. Also, all the old books will be
removed.”
Further updates show that the recent
corrupt weather has postponed the LRC
revamps, which means the LRC will be
finished a week later than expected.
Another problem that arose was that the
stunning new visuals - Alice in Wonderland
themed stickers - were not sticking. What a
nightmare! Luckily, on the LRC’s side were
the understanding Year 7’s who have been
nothing but supportive during this
transition period. Head of Year 7, Mrs
Aubin says:
“I think the LRC looks great. The skylight
looks amazing.”

She also reinforced our belief that
“There was no trouble with The Year 7
students in the LRC at break, after it

closed.”
Overall, this renovation will truly be a
great addition to the school. Here are
some final words from Head Teacher,
Mr Randle:
“I think the library is the heart of every
school, so is reading. It’s bright and
inviting, it’s also really appealing for the
students. The organization of the books
is very simple, so it’s really easy to find.
The LRC is very engaging and it is a
magnificent place for people who want
to do homework or just to read for
pleasure.”

